
Critical Canadian Home Building Science Part 6: HVAC & Ventilation Questions Sept 1

1 Can you please send the information where to go for the HVAC course?  https://constructioninstruction.com/ci-live/
2 Why don’t you consider roof/attic heat gain (asphault, steel, slate) and impact to cooling loads?
3 With angled & flat roofs, typcially darker (black), major heat sink … you listed walls on solar heat gain

4
Window-to-wall area: should we keep designing houses over 17% in Canada? If it is a case, code requires windows w/ better / lower U-value. But, 
is it reasonable taking house as a system?

5
Do you have any recommendations for sizing heat pumps for heating? Code only asks for satisfying the design heating load but heat pumps are at a 
disadvantage that the lower the temperature, the lower the heating capacity...

6 How do you address comfort issues through hvac systems after a build, once complaints start coming in?
7 Isn't it more effective to blow air across the room than to drop it above the windows and doors?
8 Is noise ( db) an issue with high velocity, small duct diameter systems?

9
How about operating windows, cross ventilation through rooms, using stack effect, ventilation chimneys, solar chimney for passive zero energy 
ventilation

10 Do you have experience with Minotair combined HVAC all in one unit no external condenser and Canadian made?

11 What is your opinion on using a whole home dehumidifier paired with and air conditioner sized for the sensible load only?

12
Under the NBCC, a house with a HRV installed, what is the max. cfm kitchen exhaust fan that can be installed before you have to look at or install 
make up air to the house?

13
Is a Heat pump ventilation system appropriate? A product like Minotair that provides ventilation, a little heat, a little cooling and a lot of 
dehumidification?

14 Are the 25, 45 and 55 F indciated in the presentation, temperature increase ot supply temperature?

15

Any good tips on how to ensure an HVAC contractor confirms the ducts are properly sized when a homeowner is upgrading from a ducted gas 
furnace to a ducted heat pump system?  Heat pumps typically move a lot more air than a gas furnace, so the older smaller ducts on a gas furnace 
system can increase duct noise with a heat pump.

16
In terms of comfort, any studies of “virtual” (image) window impact on occupant comfort, and using nifo to reduce #/size of windows?   Similar to 
electric fireplaces make room feel warmer … psychological effects of design on comfort :)

17

Does Manual J,S,D, and T work well for these low load homes?  If so why are we not seeing Passive Houses us this design system? We are seeing 
that thier software creates the heating and cooling load but not the design and they often want to use some alternative heating and cooling 
system.  Thanks



18

You mentioned that placement of return air, high wall / low wall, is no longer important. The has been a "rule of thumb" for builders in the past. 
What other rules of thumb are no longer true wit new HVAC design standards. You also mentioned having a return in each room is not required. 
Do you have any comment on placement of supply vents? floor or ceiling. Is there a comfort benefit to having supplies high or low?

19 is it better to have two Heat pumps for a large house? : one for 2nd floor and one for basement and main floor.
20 Can we achieve net-zero ready with standard windows (double pane)?
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